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The Myth of Meaning in the Work of C.G. Jung Aniela Jaffé 1986
Aniela JeffÃ(c) explores the subjective world of inner experience.
In so doing, she follows the path of the pioneering Swiss
psychologist C.G. Jung, whose collaborator and friend she was
through the final decades of his life. Frau JaffÃ(c) shows that any
search of meaning ultimately leads to the inner mythical realm
and must be understood as a limited subjective attempt to answer
the unanswerable. Any conclusion drawn from such a quest is
one's very own - its formulation is one's own myth.
Meeting the Shadow Connie Zweig 2020-07-07 The author
offers exploration of self and practical guidance dealing with the
dark side of personality based on Jung's concept of "shadow," or
the forbidden and unacceptable feelings and behaviors each of us
experience.
The Big Book of Tarot Joan Bunning 2019-08-01 A complete
beginner’s course with step-by-step lessons on how to work with
tarot cards for personal guidance. Joan Bunning’s “Learning the
Tarot—An Online Course” has helped hundreds of thousands of
jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

people worldwide discover the personal value of the tarot.
Drawing on the material offered in this popular online course and
from her previous books, Joan has created a complete guide to
tarot for beginners, which serves as a handy and in-depth
resource for more experienced tarot card readers as well. While
there are countless books devoted to tarot, what sets Joan
Bunning’s book apart is her ability to take a rather complicated
esoteric system and break it down into clear, manageable, and
easy-to-learn lessons. These lessons cover the basics and then
move gradually into more advanced concepts. The book includes:
Lessons on how to consider one card by itself, how to look for
card pairs, and how to create the "story" of a reading Contains
two pages of information for each card including a picture from
the popular Rider Waite deck, a description, keywords, action
phrases, and suggestions for cards with similar and opposite
meanings How to work with reversed cards to give tarot readings
a natural flow of high points and low points without abrupt
transitions Practical insights on how to work with and interpret a
wide variety of tarot spreads
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Wisdom of the Tarot Elisabeth Haich 1991-12-01 This book
relates the path to higher consciousness through the colour,
shape, and symbolic forms on the twenty-two Tarot cards.
Detailed study and meditation of each card may release internally
all that is involved with each level encountered on the journey
towards the Light. These cards may be used in conjunction with
the text or separately for meditation. When studied individually, a
card can reveal the necessary steps that need to be taken to
actualise one's potential. Tarot cards, or symbolic representations
of the truth have always been used to help man relate not only
with the mind, but internally, through the feelings invoked by the
colours and forms. The nature of these cards is that they can
produce a strong awakening of ones unconscious forces. They are
like a spiritual mirror in which we can recognise and examine
ourselves. We can then understand that the reasons for our fate
lie within ourselves, and changes by the mere fact that we begin
to react differently to everything that happens to us. These cards
with the text are a valuable key to understand our present state,
our past and in a deeper sense, how we create our future.
Included in the book are 22 pages of five-colour tarot
illustrations.
Tarot and the Archetypal Journey Sallie Nichols 2019-05-01
This highly innovative work presents a piercing interpretation of
the tarot in terms of Jungian psychology. Through analogies to
the humanities, mythology, and the graphic arts, the significance
of the cards is related to personal growth and what Jung termed
"individuation." The Major Arcana becomes a map of life, and the
hero's journey becomes something that each individual can relate
to one's personal life. "Sallie Nichols, in her profound
investigation of the Tarot has performed an immense service. Her
book enriches and helps us to understand the awesome
responsibilities laid upon consciousness. She has done this not in
an arid fashion but derived from her own experience of the Tarot
and its strangely translucent lights. As a result her book not only
jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

lives but quickens life in whomever it touches." --Laurens van der
Post
Understanding Aleister Crowley's Thoth Tarot Lon Milo
DuQuette 2017-09-01 Originally published in 2003,
Understanding Aleister Crowley’s Thoth Tarot has proved to be
the essential guide to accessing the unique symbolism and
meaning of Aleister Crowley's remarkable tarot deck along with
the deeply textured artwork of Lady Frieda Harris. Crowley
authority Lon Milo DuQuette starts by providing an insightful
historical background before delving into descriptions of each
card in depth, from a tarot perspective and from an expanded,
magickal point of view. He first describes the tarot meaning of
each card in detail and then explains all the other attributions
Crowley intended. This unique guide has been updated with a
new introduction that provides information on the unicursal
hexagram cards included with the deck but never explained.
Replaces eISBN 9781609257347
Tarot Psychology ROBERT WANG 2008-01
Shakespeare's Royal Self James Kirsch 2008-03-01 The discovery
of the unconscious has brought a new dimension to the criticism
of great works of literature. Notable studies of Hamlet by depth
psychologists are in existence.
The Tarot of the Bohemians Papus 2019-06-12 To the casual
observer, they're just a pack of playing cards. But to initiates, the
mysterious figures of the Tarot deck symbolize the keys to
ancient wisdom. The 78 cards can be employed to unlock the
secrets of the universe and to foretell the future — but only by
those who comprehend their esoteric truths. A pillar of occult
science, The Tarot of the Bohemians provides a theological
element to the work begun by Antoine Court de Gébelin, Etteila,
and Éliphas Lévi, and advanced by A. E. Waite, the distinguished
scholar and designer of the most widely known deck. Geared
toward initiates, its topics include an introduction to the study of
the Tarot as well as its symbolism and applications. This revised
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edition includes a Preface by Waite in addition to illustrative
plates, charts, and tables.
Tarot at a Crossroads Kooch N. Daniels 2016-11-28 Journey
through a unique Tarot resource that presents thought-provoking
methods to help bridge the worlds between Tarot readers and
psychology counselors, psychotherapists, personal coaches, and
healers. Convey depth and incisiveness to both tarot readings and
therapeutic sessions by making them more engaging and useful.
Find out how to give "representational readings" and learn to
select cards that represent issues with others or within the
reader. Discover a technique of laying cards in "emotional stacks"
that can be used in both readings and counseling sessions to view
what lies beneath the surface of consciousness, and then gain
knowledge of how to open realms of new possibilities. You will
encounter blended traditional symbolic Tarot coupled with
modern psychological practices that integrate the use of visual
imagery via distinctive tools and approaches. Develop a broader
psychological background, new methods, and insights for your
Tarot readings.
On Divination and Synchronicity Marie-Luise von Franz 1980
Penetrating study of the psychological aspects of time, number
and methods of divining fate such as the I Ching, astrology, Tarot,
palmistry, dice, etc., contrasting Western scientific attitudes with
those of the Chinese and so-called primitives.
Tarot and the Archetypal Journey Sallie Nichols 2019-04-29 This
highly innovative work presents a piercing interpretation of the
tarot in terms of Jungian psychology. Through analogies to the
humanities, mythology, and the graphic arts, the significance of
the cards is related to personal growth and what Jung termed
"individuation." The Major Arcana becomes a map of life, and the
hero's journey becomes something that each individual can relate
to one's personal life. "Sallie Nichols, in her profound
investigation of the Tarot has performed an immense service. Her
book enriches and helps us to understand the awesome
jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

responsibilities laid upon consciousness. She has done this not in
an arid fashion but derived from her own experience of the Tarot
and its strangely translucent lights. As a result her book not only
lives but quickens life in whomever it touches." --Laurens van der
Post Replaces ISBN 978-0-87728-515-1
The Tarot Handbook Angeles Arrien 1997-10-13 In this updated
edition of The Tarot Handbook, now with a new introduction by
the author, Angeles Arrien takes tarot beyond the limits of the
fortune-telling realm and shows us how this time-honored
application is both a visual and symbolic map of consciousness,
and a source of ancient wisdom. An exciting handbook for either a
beginning or an ardent student of the tarot, it contains a
multitude of charts, spreads, illustrations of the Thoth Deck, and
other methodology tools for anyone looking for insights into
personal and spiritual development.An anthropologist who
specializes in cross-cultural myths, Arrien demonstrates how the
seventy-eight figures of the tarot are portraitures and archetypes
that are prevalent in the collective human experience. The author
teaches us to use this realization to look beyond our cultural
viewpoint or bias when we approach the tarot, and to rely instead
on these more important universal principles, thereby deepening
the quality and accuracy of our interpretations and expanding our
awareness of the human psyche. A significant and classic piece of
tarot literature, The Tarot Handbook is both a required manual
for teachers and students of the subject, and an accessible and
fascinating exploration of cultural anthropology.
The Age of Anxiety W. H. Auden 2011-02-27 An annotated critical
edition of Auden's last, longest book-length poem.
Jung and Tarot Sallie Nichols 1980-06-01 Highly innovative work
presenting a piercing interpretation of the tarot in terms of
Jungian psychology. Through analogy with the humanities,
mythology and the graphic arts, the significance of the cards is
related to personal growth and individuation. The major arcana
becomes a map of life, and the hero's journey becomes something
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that each individual can relate to the symbolism of the cards and
therefore to the personal life.
Archetypal Tarot Mary K. Greer 2021-06-01 “A fantastic book
that gives deep insights into your personality, life, and journey
based on your birth card.” —Theresa Reed The tarot cards
associated with your birth date and name form a pattern of
personal destiny. They describe the theme of your life—the
challenges and the gifts. In Archetypal Tarot, popular tarot
practitioner and astrologer Mary Greer connects astrology and
numerology to the tarot to create an in-depth personality profile
that anyone can use for self-realization and personal harmony.
Greer takes readers on a personal exploration of how the tarot
can be used as a tool for learning more about themselves and
others. The book includes: Detailed instructions, charts, and
exercises on how to determine your soul and personality cards
How to determine your year card and name card The
opportunities and challenges you will face Journaling and
exploratory exercises Archetypal Tarot is a valuable tool for
anyone wishing to learn how to use the tarot to interpret their
strengths, challenges, and innermost desires. All you need is a
pen and your date of birth and you can learn to cast your own
tarot chart. This book was previously published as Who Are You
in the Tarot. This new edition includes a foreword by Theresa
Reed, author of Tarot: No Questions Asked, and a new preface by
the author.
Tarot Revelations Joseph Campbell 1982
Re-Symbolization of the Self: Human Development and Tarot
Hermeneutic I. Semetsky 2011-07-23 Bringing together popular
and academic cultures, Inna Semetsky presents Tarot as a system
of transformative hermeneutics for adult self-education and
cultural pedagogy. Her research is a decisive and intelligent step
ahead from the reductive stereotype of Tarot as fortune-telling.
The fifteen life stories at the heart of the book exemplify the
author’s commitment to alternative modes of education and
jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

counseling that transcend individual, cultural or language
barriers. Assembling a rich array of sources, from Hermeticism to
Jungian depth psychology, the philosophies of Noddings, Buber,
and Deleuze, and the science of self-organization, this book opens
a new path to personal and social revitalization. It should be
widely read across disciplinary divides by scholars, students, and
professionals alike.
Llewellyn's Complete Book of the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot Sasha
Graham 2018-09-08 Discover the Fascinating History and
Divinatory Power of the 20th Century's Most Popular Tarot Deck
Originally published in 1909 to little fanfare, the Rider-WaiteSmith Tarot went on to become the bestselling tarot deck of all
time. This complete guide shares the compelling story of the
deck's creation, a complete analysis of what each card means,
and 78 spreads to help you integrate each card's unique spiritual
energy. Discover how artist Pamela Colman Smith and occultist
Arthur Waite combined their knowledge of astrology, Kabbalah,
metaphysics, mythology, and theater to realize their profound
vision. Llewellyn's Complete Book of the Rider-Waite-Smith Tarot
delves deeply into the roots of these influential cards, exploring
how Waite and Smith brought together an enchanting set of
esoteric symbols and formed a magical deck that has guided,
inspired, validated, and challenged the countless readers and
seekers who have sought its wisdom.
The Mystical Tarot Rosemary Guiley 1990-11-03 A
comprehensive, step-by-step introduction to the Tarot presents
easy-to-understand illustrations and diagrams; complete
instructions on how to lay out, read, and interpret the cards; a
history of the Tarot; and other features for both beginners and
advanced users. Reissue.
Tarot As a Way of Life Karen Hamaker-Zondag 1997-06-01
Using Jungian archetypes, the I-Ching, and color/number
combinations, Hamaker-Zondag shows you how to interpret the
tarot without having to refer to a guidebook for definitions. Her
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methods will help you use the tarot to understand your personal
innerchanges and their potential manifestations in daily life. She
also makes an engaging comparison of the imagery in various
decks, so that you can choose the deck that you like the best.
Tarot and Individuation Irene Gad 2004 This profusely illustrated
book is one of the most complete explorations of the symbolism
within the 22 major arcana of the tarot. Gad's amplification of the
tarot's cabalistic and alchemical symbolism reveals the wisdom of
ages of seekers who have gone before us, leaving us this roadmap
to individuation and spiritual attainment. This new revised edition
includes a new preface and a section on Kundalini Yoga and the
correspondences of the major arcana with the chakras. With the
79 layouts in this book, it provides a tool for maintaining the wellbeing of the energetic body as well as the spiritual and
psychological.
Interpreting Dreams with Tarot Massimiliano Colosimo
2019-07-02 Have you ever thought that dreams and Tarot speak
the same language?OniroTarology is an innovative methodology
that combines dream interpretation and Tarot. Specifically, the
objective of OniroTarology is to interpret dreams with Tarot
symbolism. "OniroTarology - Interpreting dreams with Tarot" is a
practical manual that will take you by the hand and show you
step-by-step how to read Tarot and unveil the messages hidden in
your dreams. OniroTarology is not a divination or cartomancy
practice based on drawing cards; on the contrary, Tarot cards are
chosen according to their symbolism, using them as a decoding
tool. In practice, you build a Tarot spread which is connected to
the dream symbolism, translating the story behind the dream in a
meaningful sequence of Major Arcana.Whereas traditional
methods advise against reading Tarot for yourself, OniroTarology
is an unvaluable tool for self-awareness, establishing a connection
with your unconscious. But of course it's a precious methodology
to interpret a Querent's dream, too! The book is highly practical,
and includes an exciting collection of real dreams interpreted
jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

step-by-step according to the OniroTarology method.This book is
intended for Tarot experts who wish to explore a new way to
approach Tarot but is also suitable for intermediate or beginner
students: included in the book is the "Oneiric Code of the Tarot",
a collection of interpretations of the Major Arcana in relation to
the most frequently situations and archetypal imagery
encountered in dreams.
Jung: the Archetypes of the Tarot Joaquín de Saint Aymour
2019-02-26 The Swiss psychologist Carl Gustav Jung developed
the twelve universal Archetypes emanating from the twenty-two
Major Arcana. The Archetypes represent evolutionary states of
consciousness, through which every human being crosses the
path to his Destiny and his personal fulfillment.The 12 Archetypes
represent the particular way of facing life and the consequences.
The 22 Major Arcana of the Tarot explain why each of us reacts
from a certain Archetype in the same situation. The Tarot shows
in a symbolic way the topic that you consult to discover the
Archetypes involved, and so you can vary the course if
necessary.The Zodiac is fixed and deterministic. The Tarot
changes according to the person who consulted it. We are all
born under the influence of a dominant Archetype, but we can
change when we deem it convenient. Because personal evolution
is necessary so as not to get stuck on the road to our Destiny. And
this book shows you how you can do it.
Ecospirit Laurel Kearns 2009-08-25 We hope—even as we
doubt—that the environmental crisis can be controlled. Public
awareness of our species’ self-destructiveness as material beings
in a material world is growing—but so is the destructiveness. The
practical interventions needed for saving and restoring the earth
will require a collective shift of such magnitude as to take on a
spiritual and religious intensity. This transformation has in part
already begun. Traditions of ecological theology and ecologically
aware religious practice have been preparing the way for
decades. Yet these traditions still remain marginal to society,
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academy, and church. With a fresh, transdisciplinary approach,
Ecospirit probes the possibility of a green shift radical enough to
permeate the ancient roots of our sensibility and the social
sources of our practice. From new language for imagining the
earth as a living ground to current constructions of nature in
theology, science, and philosophy; from environmentalism’s
questioning of postmodern thought to a garden of green
doctrines, rituals, and liturgies for contemporary religion, these
original essays explore and expand our sense of how to proceed
in the face of an ecological crisis that demands new thinking and
acting. In the midst of planetary crisis, they activate imagination,
humor, ritual, and hope.
Jungian Archetypes Robin Robertson 2016-06-28 Twenty-five
hundred years ago, Pythagoras taught that the simple counting
numbers are the basic building blocks of reality. A century and a
half later, Plato argued that the world we live in is but a poor
copy of the world of ideas. Neither realized that their numbers
and ideas might also be the most basic components of the human
psych: archetypes. This book traces the modern evolution of this
idea from the Renaissance to the 20th century, leading up to the
archetypal hypothesis of psychologist C. G. Jung, and the
mirroring of mathematical ideas of Kurt Gödel.
Holistic Tarot Benebell Wen 2015-01-20 Designed for beginning
as well as experienced tarot readers, Holistic Tarot offers a fresh
and easy-to-follow approach to the use of the tarot deck for
tapping into subconscious knowledge and creativity. The tarot
deck has been used as a divination tool for more than two
centuries; while the tarot is still most commonly thought of as
"fortune telling," the true power of the tarot lies in its ability to
channel a clear path for our deep intuition to shine through.
Consulting the tarot can help clear creativity blockages, clarify
ambitions, work through complex decisions, and make sense of
emotions and relationships. Whether used for simple decisionmaking or an understanding of your life's purpose, learning tarot
jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

can be an indispensible tool for being more mindful of the factors
that can assist or weaken your efforts toward success. In Holistic
Tarot, author Benebell Wen provides a complete guide to using
the tarot to foster personal development. Wen gives a
comprehensive overview of the history of the tarot and a wide
array of theories on its use (including its relationship to Jungian
archetypal psychology and traditional Chinese divination
practices) before digging deeply into one of the best-known tarot
systems, the Rider-Waite-Smith. Beginners will find a complete
guide to working with the tarot, including choosing and caring for
a deck, how best to learn and remember the attributes of the
major and minor arcana, the interpretation of cards and spreads,
the role of meditation in a tarot practice, and how to use the tarot
for improving relationships, professional development, and
personal resilience. More advanced practitioners will appreciate
nuanced theoretical discussions of the tarot as well as practical
advice about reading others' tarot cards and setting up a
practice. Containing over 500 illustrations and detailed
information on each card as well as numerous spreads, Holistic
Tarot is a complete compendium of tarot study that every
practitioner should have in his or her library. “A modern
alchemical achievement.”—Barbara Moore, author of Tarot
Spreads “Will become one of the jewels in the crown of tarot
literature.” —Anthony Louis, MD, author of Tarot Beyond the
Basics “A tarot classic.”—Sasha Graham, author of Tarot Diva “A
magnificent, intelligent, comprehensive overview and innerview
of the Rider Waite Smith system of tarot! This is the only guide
you need to have. Bravo!” —James Wanless, PhD, author of
Voyager Tarot “A huge accomplishment … likely to become the
essential guidebook for serious students of the tarot.”— Joan
Bunning, author of Learning the Tarot “No tarot enthusiast
should be without this book!”—Chic and Tabatha Cicero, authors
of The Golden Dawn Magical Tarot “Arguably the most
comprehensive guide to tarot on the market today. It's also
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innovative: it deftly combines Eastern mysticism with Western
metaphysics. It's an impressive tome that presents a wholly
modern, rational approach to tarot practice while preserving
notable elements of tradition."—Corrine Kenner, author of Tarot
and Astrology
Tarot Psychology Book Robert Wang 2017-06-06 This illustrated
companion to The Jungian Tarot deck applies Jungian principles
of "active imagination" to the tarot archetypes, providing a
meditative and self-explorative approach to tarot.
Tarot for Your Self Mary K. Greer 2019-09-01 The tarot classic
that first promoted the practice of reading the cards not just for
others but for one's own personal insight and self-transformation
“Tarot for Your Self was ground-breaking when this book was
first published and is still radically significant today.” —Benebell
Wen, author of Holistic Tarot “Deciding to work with the Tarot is
like embarking on a long, inward journey.”—Mary K. Greer This
tarot classic by Mary K. Greer was the first book to promote
reading the cards for your own insight, revolutionizing tarot
through a combined emphasis on self-teaching techniques and
personal growth. Tarot for Your Self uses meditations, rituals,
spreads, mandalas, visualizations, dialogues, charts, affirmations,
and other activities to help you establish your own relationship
with the cards. All the information is presented using the best in
traditional knowledge and know-how. This powerful breakthrough
process will turn all your readings into truly transformative
experiences. Tarot for Your Self covers interpretations for the
major and minor arcana, reversed card meanings for all 78 cards,
and enlightening information on your shadow/teacher cards.
Discovering Your Self Through the Tarot Rose Gwain 1993-10-01
This Jungian interpretation of Tarot symbolism uses the Tarot
archetypes as mirrors for looking inside ourselves. Following
Jung's personality types as guiding principles, the author shows
how the Tarot can be an incisive tool for self-transformation,
enabling you to discover the forces that are operative in your own
jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

personality. Provides a system for evaluating your strong and
weak personality traits by indicating the court card and suit that
correspond to your personality makeup. Highly original card
spreads enable you to focus on and strengthen weaker facets of
your personality. Other spreads enable you to gain insight into
complex and challenging personal relationships. A section is
devoted to using the Tarot to progress through the levels of
consciousness represented by the sephiroth on the Tree of Life.
The Mythic Tarot Workbook Juliet Sharman-Burke 2010-06-15
Delve deeper into the wisdom of the Tarot with this one-of-a-kind,
hands-on guide The perfect companion to any Tarot deck, The
Mythic Tarot Workbook offers a variety of card spreads and
creative exercises to help readers learn more about the imagery
and symbolism of each card in the deck. Understanding the
nature of each card brings a deeper sense of knowledge and
insight to every Tarot reading, and with this workbook as a guide,
every Tarot enthusiast -- whether beginning or advanced -- can
become a more proficient reader. Here You Will Find: Guided
imagery exercises and meditations to help you concentrate
Suggestions for coloring and drawing so you can become more
familiar with the card images Seven different card spreads
offering you new ways to conduct and interpret readings Blank
lines and pages interspersed throughout, so you can note your
reactions to the cards and record the insights revealed in
readings
The Jungian Tarot and Its Archetypal Imagery Robert Wang 2017
In Volume II, Dr. Wang explores the imagery of The Jungian Tarot
from the standpoints of archetypal symbolism, history, and
comparative religion.
Psychedelic Mysteries of the Feminine Maria Papaspyrou
2019-04-30 An exploration of the connections between feminine
consciousness and altered states from ancient times to present
day • Explores the feminine qualities of the psychedelic self,
ancient female roots of shamanism, and how altered states
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naturally tap into the female archetype • Discusses feminist
psychedelic activism, female ecstatics, goddess consciousness,
the dark feminine, and embodied paths to ecstasy • Includes
contributions by Martina Hoffmann, Amanda Sage, Carl Ruck,
and others Women have been shamans since time immemorial,
not only because women have innate intuitive gifts, but also
because the female body is wired to more easily experience
altered states, such as during the process of birth. Whether
female or male, the altered states produced by psychedelics and
ecstatic trance expand our minds to tap into and enhance our
feminine states of consciousness as well as reconnect us to the
web of life. In this book, we discover the transformative powers of
feminine consciousness and altered states as revealed by
contributors both female and male, including revered scholars,
visionary artists, anthropologists, modern shamans, witches,
psychotherapists, and policy makers. The book begins with a deep
look at the archetypal dimensions of the feminine principle and
how entheogens give us open access to these ancient archetypes,
including goddess consciousness and the dark feminine. The
contributors examine the female roots of shamanism, including
the role of women in the ancient rites of Dionysus, the Eleusinian
Sacrament, and Norse witchcraft. They explore psychedelic and
embodied paths to ecstasy, such as trance dance, holotropic
breathwork, and the similarities of giving birth and taking mindaltering drugs. Looking at the healing potential of the feminine
and altered states, they discuss the power of plant medicines,
including ayahuasca, and the recasting of the medicine-woman
archetype for the modern world. They explore the feminine in the
creative process and discuss feminist psychedelic activism,
sounding the call for more female voices in the psychedelic
research community. Sharing the power of “femtheogenic”
wisdom to help us move beyond a patriarchal society, this book
reveals how feminine consciousness, when intermingled with
psychedelic knowledge, carries and imparts the essence of
jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

inclusivity, interconnectedness, and balance our world needs to
heal and consciously evolve.
Messages from the Archetypes Toni Gilbert 2004 Toni Gilbert’s
revealing study of how to use Tarot as a therapeutic method and
means for self-realization, utilizing well-known principles from
transpersonal psychology. Using case studies and fully illustrated
descriptions of the Tarot deck, Gilbert offers a profound
guidebook for personal and professional use. Written in an easy
to read story-telling style that appeals to lay-persons and
professionals, Messages from the Archetypes tells entertaining
stories to demonstrate how to use the cards to achieve insights
necessary to move oneself and clients towards self-actualization.
A Cultural History of Tarot Helen Farley 2019-08-22 The
enigmatic and richly illustrative tarot deck reveals a host of
strange and iconic mages, such as The Tower, The Wheel of
Fortune, The Hanged Man and The Fool: over which loom the
terrifying figures of Death and The Devil. The 21 numbered
playing cards of tarot have always exerted strong fascination, way
beyond their original purpose, and the multiple resonances of the
deck are ubiquitous. From T S Eliot and his 'wicked pack of cards'
in "The Waste Land" to the psychic divination of Solitaire in Ian
Fleming's "Live and Let Die"; and from the satanic novels of
Dennis Wheatley to the deck's adoption by New Age practitioners,
the cards have in modern times become inseparably connected to
the occult. They are now viewed as arguably the foremost
medium of prophesying and foretelling. Yet, as the author shows,
originally the tarot were used as recreational playing cards by the
Italian nobility in the Renaissance. It was only much later, in the
18th and 19th centuries, that the deck became associated with
esotericism before evolving finally into a diagnostic tool for mind,
body and spirit. This is the first book to explore the remarkably
varied ways in which tarot has influenced culture. Tracing the
changing patterns of the deck's use, from game to mysterious
oracular device, Helen Farley examines tarot's emergence in 15th
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century Milan and discusses its later associations with astrology,
kabbalah and the Age of Aquarius.
The Jungian Tarot Deck Robert Wang 2017-06-06 Dr. Robert
Wang developed The Jungian Tarot as a "visual gateway into the
complexities of Jungian psychology" to aid in the process of active
imagination proposed by Carl Jung. The 22 Major Arcana
represent Jungian archetypes of the collective unconscious. The
figures are visually presented with archways and circular
mandalas, which aid in meditation. The court cards depict family
roles: father, mother, daughter and son. The deck is a companion
to the Jungian Tarot Trilogy by Robert Wang.
Narratives of Individuation Raya A. Jones 2019-04-15 In
Narratives of Individuation, Raya A. Jones and Leslie Gardner
present 12 cutting-edge essays that bridge Jungian and narrative
approaches to self-understanding, and offer critical appraisal of
both approaches. Exploring the Jungian concept of individuation
and the related interest in dreams, as well as the premise of the
narrative self and the related interest in life-stories, this
innovative volume interprets the topic in unique and
unprecedented ways. An outstanding selection of contributors
cover several overarching themes to provide a comprehensive
understanding of these two powerful narratives. The contributors
explore historical and conceptual issues concerning the narrative
self, as well as applying it, including to Jung’s autobiography.
Chapters also examine how Jung developed his theory of
individuation, and engage with contemporary thinking in
anthropology, psychology (including the dialogical self) and
Jungian psychotherapy, towards refiguring how people arrive at
self-understanding. Written by leaders in the field, Narratives of
Individuation is a valuable interdisciplinary resource that
illuminates a multitude of perspectives on individuation and selfrealisation. Owing to its original ideas and breadth of scope,
Narratives of Individuation will appeal to academics and students
of Jungian and post-Jungian studies, anthropology, psychology,
jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

literary studies and anyone examining concepts of selfhood and
the significance of narrativity. It will also be of great interest to
Jungian analysts and psychotherapists, and analytical
psychologists.
The Archetype of the Magician John Granrose 2021-03-09 This
book presents the figure of the Magician as an archetype from a
Jungian perspective.
Pregnant Darkness Monika Wikman 2005-01-28 Author,
psychologist, and astrologer Monika Wikman has worked for
decades with clients and their dream symbols and witnessed the
presence of the divine hand at work in the psyche. In The
Pregnant Darkness, Wikman shows readers that the best way to
cope with their darkest hours is by fostering a connection to the
deeper current of life, those mysteries that give life form and
meaning. Wikman's analysis of dream material leads readers into
a practical explanation of alchemical symbolism. Far from being a
quaint, ancient practice, The Pregnant Darkness shows that
alchemy is at work in contemporary, everyday life. Alchemical
symbolism, properly understood, can be applied to unraveling the
meaning of visions in meditation, active imagination, and dream
work. Wikman shows how readers can participate in the divine
energies to help miraculous changes occur in their lives. Wikman
writes: "In Greek mythology, Pegasus, upon taking to the air,
pushed hard with a back hoof and penetrated the earth. A spring
rose up where his hoof dashed the earth, and in this hole . . . the
muses reside. One of the roles of the "religious function" of which
Jung speaks is to bring us toward that inner spring of the muses
where something beyond ego resides, instructs, and inspires. Like
a hole created from Pegasus' leaping foot, contact with this inner
spring often entails a crack in our field of ordinary consciousness.
In the inner world, the spring of living symbols and accompanying
presences is the source of dreams and visions, as well as the
fountain of inspiration at the heart of poetry, art, ritual,
mythology, and even religion."
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Tarot and Psychology Arthur Rosengarten 2000-04-07 What? A
Clinical Psychologist Espousing Tarot Cards? Dr. Arthur
Rosengarten, in Tarot and Psychology: Spectrums of Possibility,
does just that. He explains Tarot to those who may want to learn
to use it properly for the greatest good-individuals who desire
greater spirituality in their lives, including the benefits of
psychological insight and depth, without the baggage of affiliation
that invariably accompanies any single set of beliefs. Tarot, they
will soon find, operates on many levels of profound meaning from
a purely non-affiliated platform in the truest sense. Tarot makes
accessible to awareness a full spectrum of psychological and
spiritual possibility with little preference for its user's
qualifications or beliefs. Rather magically, one might say, Tarot
captures the heartbeat of experience. This fact alone should make
the deck of human possibility immediately relevant to helping
professionals who deal with the heartbeats of experience daily.

jung-and-tarot-an-archetypal-journey-sallie-nichols

The use of Tarot as an oracle for creating awareness and gaining
insight into particular symptoms, problems or questions-i.e. Tarot
divination-is often mentioned as an afterthought, alongside other
meditational exercises and alternative spread configurations. Yet
today, the vast majority of individuals who have discovered the
wonders and mysteries of Tarot have done so through
experiences of divination. Card reading, without a doubt, is
Tarot's most beguiling and potentially beneficial enterprise. Why
dance around the magic? For Tarot to continue to evolve into the
21st century (and beyond) it must have a stronger application
emphasis, that is, it must be relevant, accessible, and meaningful
to the changing contours of people's lives. It must resonate with
all who seek greater meaning, creativity, and awareness, not
simply with small segments of the waning New Age. Tarot and
Psychology provides an innovative new approach for
understanding the psychological and spiritual possibilities of
human experience.
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